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Abstract: Current tribocorrosion research of metallic materials and their surface protective coatings mainly 

focuses on their short-term properties, with test time of 0.5‒2.0 h and a sliding distance 50‒500 m, which may 

significantly deviate from the practical long-term service condition and thus cause a catastrophe of marine 

equipments. In this study, three carbon-based multilayer coatings (Ti/DLC, TiCx/DLC, and Ti‒TiCx/DLC) were 

deposited on S32750 substrates, and both short-term and long-term tribocorrosion behaviors were investigated. 

The experimental results indicate that the coatings substantially improve the tribocorrosion resistance of the 

S32750 stainless steel. During the short-term tribocorrosion test, TiCx/DLC exhibited the best tribocorrosion 

resistance owing to its high hardness. During the long-term tribocorrosion test, however, Ti‒TiCx/DLC coating 

indicated the best anti-tribocorrosion performance owing to its excellent fracture toughness together with high 

hardness. Moreover, under 5 N, Ti‒TiCx/DLC can withstand a long-term test of more than 24 h. Additionally, 

under a higher load of 20 N, the Ti‒TiCx/DLC with a corresponding sliding distance of approximately 

1,728 m maintained a low friction coefficient of approximately 0.06. However, the coating was completely 

worn out; this is attributable to the formation of tribocorrosion products consisting of graphitized carbon and 

nanocrystalline FexOy. 
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1 Introduction 

Currently, the marine industry plays a progressively 

crucial role in global economic and social development. 

With the increasing development of marine sectors, the 

need for marine infrastructures and components with 

high durability and reliability is rapidly increasing [1]. 

In practice, however, conventional metallic com-

ponents are subjected to harsh marine environments. 

Moreover, the exposure to ultraviolet radiation, the 

chloride-rich salty environment, frequent wet-dry 

cycles, high humidity, low temperature, and the 

presence of seawater could accelerate the degradation 

and failure of structural materials [2].  

Application of a protective coating onto metal 

substrates is an economic and effective method for 

improving the anti-corrosion and anti-tribocorrosion 

properties of mechanical components [3–5], specifically 

for critical moving components used in marine 

engineering equipment. For instance, Wu et al. deposited 

a Cr–Si–C–N coating on a 316L stainless steel using 

unbalanced magnetron sputtering technology, which 

effectively improved the wear and corrosion resistance 

of the substrate in artificial seawater [3]. Liu et al.  
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established that plasma-sprayed Al2O3 coating could 

decrease the pore resistance (Rpo) and increase the 

charge transfer resistance (Rt) of Q235 steel during 

tribocorrosion [4].  

Among the various types of protective coatings, 

diamond-like carbon (DLC), as a representative 

amorphous carbon film, has been widely employed 

in the triobocorrosion protection of metal materials 

because of its high hardness, low coefficient of friction, 

chemical stability, and biocompatibility [6‒10]. For 

instance, Totolin et al. confirmed that the W-based DLC 

exhibited better tribocorrosion resistance compared to 

the untreated Ti6Al4V substrate, which was attributed 

to its improved frictional characteristics, low wear 

scar depth, and stable open circuit potential (OCP) 

[5]. By co-doping small amount of Cr/Cu elements 

into DLC matrix, Sun et al. found that the coating 

exhibited the combined good properties such as 

antifouling, corrosion resistance and low friction  

of coefficient [11]. Moreover, by using the designed 

multilayer structure, not only the improvement of 

elastic recovery and inhibition of crack propagation 

was obtained [12], the superior friction behavior was 

also achieved under both dry condition and boundary 

lubrications with various contact pressures [13, 14].   

In particular, Zhang et al. compared the tribological 

behaviors of DLC films with monolayered and 

multilayered structure in dry conditions, in which 

the multilayered films significantly reduced the wear 

rate without deterioration of coefficient of friction 

(COF) [15]. Meanwhile, Bai et al. confirmed that the 

a-C multilayer films enhanced both the corrosion and 

wear resistance compared to those of the monolayer 

a-C film [16]. In addition, our previous simulation 

confirmed that using Ti layers benefited the formation 

of carbon roll structure and interfacial adhesion 

strength at lower temperature (T < 900 K), which 

played the stronger catalyzed effect on the graphitic 

transformation of amorphous carbon interface [12]. 

Notably, in aggressive aqueous environments, 

some carbon-based coatings can still have a low COF 

although they are substantially worn out [13, 14, 17, 18]. 

This can be attributed to the damage tolerance of the 

carbon-based coating, which helps in designing high- 

performance anti-tribocorrosion coatings. However, 

owing to a paucity of studies, the cause of the 

damage tolerance of the carbon-based coatings is 

still uncertain. 

Although the protective coatings exhibited improved 

tribocorrosion properties, the usual tribocorrosion 

test time and sliding distance were approximately 

0.5–2.0 h and 50‒500 m, respectively, and the longest 

time and distance were not more than 6.0 h and 1,000 m, 

respectively, as shown in Fig. S1 in the Electronic 

Supplementary Material (ESM) [3–6, 19–28]. Owing 

to the complicated interaction between corrosive and 

mechanical damage, the long-term tribocorrosion 

properties and failure mechanism of the coatings can 

pose a challenge in, which is an urgent and challenging 

subject, maintaining the long-term reliability and 

durability of marine equipment [3–5, 29]. 

In this study, the carbon-based multilayer coatings 

were prepared on the S32750 stainless steel, and their 

short-term and long-term tribocorrosion behaviors 

in a 3.5 wt% NaCl solution were studied. In addition, 

the damage tolerance characteristics of the coatings 

in tribocorrosion were analyzed.  

2 Experimental 

2.1 Sample preparation 

UNS S32750 super duplex stainless steel (SDSS) was 

selected as the substrate material for coating deposition. 

This is because it exhibits an excellent combination of 

corrosion resistance and mechanical properties, and 

it has been widely used in the offshore and marine 

industries dealing with tribocorrosion [30, 31]. The 

S32750 alloy sheet was purchased from Nippon Yakin 

Kogyo Co., Ltd. Kawasaki Plant. It has a nominal 

chemical composition (in wt%) of 0.020 C, 0.20 Si, 

0.79 Mn, 0.026 P, 6.4 Ni, 25.8 Cr, 3.3 Mo, 0.09 Cu, 0.30 N, 

and Fe balance. After machining it into standardized 

specimens with a size of 18 mm × 18 mm × 3 mm, the 

S32750 substrates were sequentially ground using a 

series of SiC abrasive papers to 3,000 grit, and then 

finely polished to mirror finish with 0.3 μm chromic 

oxide slurry. In addition, a p-type (100) Si wafer  

was synchronously used as a substrate for the 

microstructure and mechanical characterization of 

the prepared coatings. Before the deposition of the 

coatings, all substrates were ultrasonicated with alcohol  
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(10 min) followed by deionized water (10 min), and 

finally dried through nitrogen gas blowing. 

As shown in Fig. 1(a), the multilayered coatings were 

designed and prepared. Combining the multilayers 

with a top-layer thickening structure proved to be  

an effective strategy for achieving high-performance 

tribocorrosion properties for carbon-based coatings 

[27]. The Ti/DLC coating, having a Ti adhesion layer 

and a thickened DLC top layer, was composed of 

periodically stacked alternating Ti and DLC layers. 

For the TiCx/DLC coating, TiCx replaced the Ti 

interlayer because it made more great contribution to 

stress relaxation and interfacial adhesion enhancement 

[32, 33]. Furthermore, the Ti‒TiCx/DLC coating was 

specialized to minimize the interfacial mismatch   

by substituting Ti interlayer with the TiCx‒Ti‒TiCx 

sandwich layer. 

As schematized in Fig. 1(b), the multilayered coatings 

were deposited using a hybrid system combining 

linear anode-layer ion source (LIS) and direct current 

magnetron sputtering (DCMS) techniques. To deposit 

the Ti and TiCx interlayers in inert (Ar) and reactive 

(Ar/C2H2) atmospheres, respectively, high-purity 

titanium target (99.99%, dimensions of 400 mm ×  

100 mm × 7 mm) served as the magnetron cathode of 

the sputtering system. The substrates were mounted 

on a rotating substrate holder at a distance of 

approximately 15 cm from the sputtering target and 

the ion source. Prior to deposition, the deposition 

chamber was heated to 150 °C and then evacuated  

to a base vacuum of 2.0 × 10-5 Torr. To remove the 

undesirable oxide and improve the coating adhesion, 

the substrates were first cleaned and etched by 

introducing high-purity argon (99.999%) at a flow 

rate of 35 sccm into the ion source with an overall 

power of 300 W for 30 min, and a pulse negative bias 

voltage of –200 V was subsequently applied to the 

substrates. During deposition, a Ti (or TiCx) adhesion 

layer was first sputter deposited from the Ti target 

with a target current of 3.0 A at an Ar flow rate of  

50 sccm. For the TiCx layer deposition, high-purity 

acetylene (99.999%) with a flow rate of 5 sccm was 

supplied as the reactive gas. After the deposition of 

the adhesion layer, a DLC layer was deposited using 

LIS with a C2H2 flow rate of 38 sccm and a direct 

current of 0.2 A. Thereafter, the Ti (or TiCx, TiCx‒ 

Ti‒TiCx) layer and the DLC layer were alternatively 

deposited via DCMS and LIS with a rotating substrate 

holder located at positions 1 and 2, respectively, as 

shown in Fig. 3(b). For the aforementioned coatings, 

five periods of stacking Ti/TiCx/TiCx‒Ti‒TiCx and 

DLC layers were prepared. During the deposition 

process, a pulse negative bias voltage of –150 V 

was applied to the substrates. More details of 

sample preparation can be referred in our previous 

work [27, 34]. 

 

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic structural design of the carbon-based multilayer coatings; (b) schematic diagram of a hybrid LIS/DCMS deposition
system. 
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2.2 Microstructural characterization 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Verios G4 UC, 

USA) was used to evaluate the surface morphology, 

cross-sectional microstructure, and thickness of the 

coatings. Atomic force microscopy (AFM, 3100v, Veeco, 

USA) was used to analyze the surface topography    

of the coatings, with a scanning probe microscope 

tapping mode set at a scanning frequency of 2.0 Hz. 

The root-mean-square roughness (Rq) of the coatings 

was calculated from 512 × 512 surface height data 

points obtained from a scan area of 5 μm × 5 μm.   

A confocal micro-Raman spectrometer (Renishaw 

inVia-reflex, UK) was used to characterize the bonding 

structure. All measurements were performed in air at 

room temperature with a wavelength of 532 nm. For 

the DLC coatings, Raman data can be fitted using a 

Gaussian line shape to show the disorder D, amorphous 

graphitic G peak positions, and the ratio of peak 

intensities (ID/IG). High-resolution transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM, Tecnai F20, USA) was performed  

to observe the microstructure of the coatings. TEM 

samples were prepared using a focused ion beam 

instrument (FIB, Carl Zeiss, Auriga, Germany), and a 

platinum layer was preliminarily deposited to protect 

the surface of the sample before FIB treatment. 

2.3 Mechanical tests 

The hardness and elastic modulus values were 

measured using a continuous load-controlled 

nano-indentator (MTS NANO200, USA). The diamond 

indenter was a Berkovich tip. The load was 10 mN, 

and 12 indents were used. To avoid the influence of 

the substrate, the maximum penetration was 20% of 

the coating thickness. Vickers indentation tests were 

performed on an automatic digital micro hardness 

tester (MVS-1000D1) with a normal load of 4.9 N to 

test the toughness of the coating. 

2.4 Tribocorrosion investigations 

The tribocorrosion tests were conducted in a 3.5 wt% 

NaCl solution, using a ball-on-disk reciprocating 

tribometer (Rtec, USA), which was connected with    

a three electrochemical cell (Mudulab). The system 

comprised an Al2O3 ceramic ball (1,800 HV, Φ 6 mm) 

as the counterpart, coatings as the working electrode, 

saturated calomel electrode (SCE) as the reference 

electrode, and a platinum plate as the counter electrode. 

All sliding tests were conducted under a sliding rate 

of 20 mm/s, a stroke length of 5 mm, and a normal 

load of 5 N, during which the OCP and COF were 

simultaneously recorded. The tests were performed 

after 1 h of sample immersion, once the potential   

of the samples was stabilized. In addition, it was 

empirically known that the corrosion resistance, 

surface activation and electrochemical repair ability 

of the coatings could be characterized based on the 

OCP evolution. Three replicates of each material 

were tested to ensure the reproducibility of the results. 

A surface profilometer (Alpha-Step IQ, USA) was 

employed after the tribocorrosion test to determine 

the volume and area of the worn track. 

3 Results and discussion 

3.1 Microstructure and composition 

Figures 2(a)–2(c) display the surface topographies of 

the multilayered coatings. All the coatings showed a 

compact and fine surface without visible defects, and 

various cauliflower-like structures were observed. 

According to the AFM, the Rq of the Ti/DLC, TiCx/ 

DLC, and Ti–TiCx/DLC were 19.4, 6.9, and 12.3 nm, 

respectively. From the cross-sectional SEM images in 

Figs. 2(d)–2(f), the thicknesses of the Ti/DLC, TiCx/ 

DLC, and Ti‒TiCx/DLC were 1.45, 1.30, and 1.45 μm, 

respectively. Additionally, the coatings closely adhered 

to the substrates and displayed a periodic multilayer 

structure, in which the DLC layer was compact and 

uniform, and the interlayer revealed different columnar 

growth characteristics, resulting in the roughness 

decreasing in the order of Ti/DLC, Ti‒TiCx/DLC, and 

TiCx/DLC coatings. 

Figure S2 in the ESM and Table 1 show the Raman 

spectra of the Ti/DLC, TiCx/DLC, and Ti‒TiCx/DLC 

coatings. The fitted D peak position, G peak position, 

and ID/IG ratio remained stable at approximately 

1,548 ± 3 cm-1, 1,548 ± 3 cm-1, and 0.59 ± 0.04, 

respectively, which revealed the same atomic bond 

structure of the top DLC layer [35, 36]. 

Figure 3 shows the cross-sectional TEM images 

and corresponding selected area electron diffraction 

(SAED) patterns of the Ti/DLC, TiCx/DLC, and 
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Table 1 Raman fitting results of the multilayered coatings. 

Sample D peak position 
(cm-1) 

G peak position 
(cm-1) ID/IG 

Ti/DLC 1,367.64 1,545.84 0.56 

TiCx/DLC 1,376.55 1,550.54 0.63 

Ti‒TiCx/DLC 1,372.40 1,548.33 0.59 

 

Ti‒TiCx/DLC coatings. As shown in Figs. 3(a)–3(d), 

the c lattice parameter deduced from the HRTEM 

image indicated that the Ti layer in Ti/DLC coating 

was a typical α-Ti (101) phase structure with columnar 

growth. In addition, a TiC (111) layer with thickness 

of 3‒5 nm emerged at the interface between the α-Ti 

layer and the DLC layer. In Fig. 3(e), the multilayer 

structure similar to Fig. 3(a) can be observed,     

the corresponding HRTEM images presented the 

amorphous characteristics of DLC layer (Fig. 3(f)), 

the morphology of the interface between TiCx and 

DLC (Fig. 3(g)), and the distribution of the nanocrystals 

in the TiCx layer (Fig. 3(h)). The TiC (200) nanocrystals 

(marked by yellow circles in Figs. 3(g) and 3(h)) did 

not show significant columnar growth characteristics, 

as confirmed by the inverse Fourier transform in 

HRTEM and SAED. The different columnar growth 

characteristics of Ti and TiCx layers can lead to 

smoother interface and surface features in the 

TiCx/DLC, compared with the Ti/DLC coating. And  

in the Ti–TiCx/DLC coating, since the Ti layer was 

not fully grown because of its short growth time, the 

morphological features of Ti‒TiCx layer were rather 

intermediary between Ti and TiCx layers, as shown  

in Figs. 3(i) and 3(j). Therefore, the roughness of the 

coating was between those of the Ti/DLC and the 

TiCx/DLC; this is consistent with the AFM results. 

3.2 Mechanical properties 

The nanohardness (H) and elastic modulus (E) of the 

coatings were measured via the nanoindentation 

method, as shown in Figs. S3 and S4 in the ESM and 

Table 2. Notably, H/E and H3/E2 were the main 

parameters reflecting their elastic-plastic deformation 

properties, which are closely related to the fracture 

toughness and wear resistance [37–43]. Generally,  

the higher the values of H/E and H3/E2, the higher are 

the fracture toughness and wear resistance of the 

materials [37‒44]. As listed in Table 2, the H/E and 

H3/E2 values of the Ti/DLC, TiCx/DLC, and Ti‒TiCx/DLC 

were 0.055/0.022, 0.101/0.157, and 0.079/0.072 GPa, 

respectively. Therefore, the TiCx/DLC should obtain 

the highest fracture toughness and wear resistance 

among the coatings. 

Furthermore, Vickers indentations were conducted 

to compare their plane strain fracture toughness (KIC) 

 

Fig. 2 Surface and cross-sectional SEM images of the (a, d) Ti/DLC, (b, e) TiCx/DLC, and (c, f) Ti‒TiCx/DLC multilayered coatings; 
insets in (a)–(c) are the AFM surface topographies of the multilayered coatings. 
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Fig. 3 (a) Cross-sectional TEM images of Ti/DLC coating, and corresponding HRTEM/SAED of various layers in Ti/DLC: (b) DLC
layer, (c) interface between Ti and DLC, (d) Ti layer; (e) cross-sectional TEM images of TiCx/DLC coating, and corresponding 
HRTEM/SAED of various layers in TiCx/DLC: (f) DLC layer, (g) interface between TiCx and DLC, (h) Ti layer; (i) cross-sectional TEM 
images of Ti‒TiCx/DLC coatings at low magnification and (j) high magnification. 
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directly [45–47]. Figure S5 in the ESM shows SEM 

images of micro Vickers indentations with a normal 

load of 4.9 N, both in the radial and axial directions. 

The KIC values of the Ti/DLC, TiCx/DLC, and Ti‒TiCx/ 

DLC based on the following indentation KIC model 

equation were 1.43, 1.22, 1.48 MPa·m1/2, respectively, 

1
2

IC 3
2

E F
K

H c


 
  



 
  


            (1) 

where δ is the empirical constant, F is the indentation 

load, and C is the crack length [48, 49]. Evidently,  

the TiCx/DLC exhibited the lowest KIC, which was 

approximately 14.7% and 17.6% lower than those of 

the Ti/DLC and the Ti‒TiCx/DLC, respectively; this 

was contrary to the nanoindentation results. This is 

because the various interfaces within the coating may  

inhibit and hinder the growth and expansion of 

microcracks [37]. 

The aforedescribed mechanical properties test 

indicated that the Ti/DLC had the lowest hardness  

of 7.17 GPa and a high fracture toughness. The 

TiCx/DLC exhibited the highest hardness of 15.13 GPa 

and the lowest fracture toughness of 1.22 MPa·m1/2, 

whereas the Ti‒TiCx/DLC exhibited moderate hardness 

and the highest fracture toughness of 1.48 MPa·m1/2. 

3.3 Tribocorrosion 

First, the short-term tribocorrosion properties of   

the coatings were evaluated, and the continuous 

tribocorrosion test was conducted in a 3.5 wt% NaCl 

solution with normal load of 5 N for 1 h.  

Figure 4 shows the evolution of the OCP relative  

to the saturated calomel electrode (SCE) and COF  

Table 2  Summary of the mechanical properties of the coatings. 

Sample H (GPa) E (GPa) H/E H3/E2 (GPa) KIC (MPa·m1/2) 

Ti/DLC 7.17 129.64 0.055 0.022 1.43 

TiCx/DLC 15.31 151.08 0.101 0.157 1.22 

Ti‒TiCx/DLC 11.57 146.71 0.079 0.072 1.48 

 

 

Fig. 4 Evolution of (a) OCP and (b) COF with time, and corresponding (c) cross-sectional profiles and (d) specific wear rates for the 
coated and bare samples in the short-term tribocorrosion test. 
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with test time, and the corresponding cross-sectional 

profiles and specific wear rate for the coated and bare 

S32750. In general, the OCP evolution was closely 

related to the electrochemical status of the electrode 

surface under tribocorrosion condition, indicating the 

surface electrochemical reactivity [50, 51]. As shown 

in Fig. 4(a), the pristine S32750 stainless steel displayed 

a sharp negative shift in the OCP curve at the beginning 

of tribocorrosion test. Since the passive film could  

be formed due to strong anodic polarization under 

oxidation conditions, the corrosion was then suppressed. 

With the consumption and removal of passive film 

from the contact surface during friction, the mechanical 

damage occurred for the sliding counterparts [50, 52]. 

Considering the coated samples behaved the larger 

OCP values than that of S32750, the higher chemical 

inertness and better corrosion resistance in thermo-

dynamics could be expected. Moreover, these OCP 

showed the excellent stabilization despite of a slight 

potential drop during all tribocorrosion test, implying 

the higher capacity to resist mechanical wear in 

corrosive environments. In addition, the COF of the 

S32750 decreased significantly from ~0.31 to ~0.06 

after coating with the multilayer coatings, as shown 

in Fig. 4(b), which justified their good lubrication 

properties. That is because top-layer DLC coating can 

significantly decrease the COF in short-term test [14]. 

Compared with the bare S32750, as shown in Fig. 4(c), 

the wear tracks of the coatings were difficult to 

observe, which indicates that the three coatings can 

greatly improve the wear resistance of the S32750 

substrates by reducing the wear rate by more than 

two orders of magnitude, as shown in Fig. 4(d). 

The wear track morphologies of the bare substrate 

and the coated samples after the tribocorrosion test are 

shown in Fig. 5. As displayed in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), 

various plowed grooves were observed in the wear 

track of the S32750 substrate, which indicates the 

abrasive wear process. However, for the coated sample, 

there were only slight scratches and wear tracks on the 

surface, as shown in Figs. 5(c)–5(h), demonstrating 

the characteristics of typical uniform wear. The wear 

tracks of the Ti/DLC coating were evident owing  

to their low hardness, whereas both the TiCx/DLC 

and Ti–TiCx/DLC multilayered coatings presented 

the extremely narrow wear tracks, which was almost 

invisible for TiCx/DLC case. 

 

Fig. 5 SEM morphologies of wear track of the (a, b) S32750 
substrate, (c, d) Ti/DLC, (e, f) TiCx/DLC, and (g, h) Ti–TiCx/DLC 
after the short-term tribocorrosion test. 

To evaluate their long-term tribocorrosion properties 

and the failure mechanism, continuous tribocorrosion 

tests in a 3.5 wt% NaCl with normal load of 5 N for 

12 h were conducted, as shown in Fig. 6. Figure 6(a) 

shows the OCP changes for various coatings. 

Different with the stabilized OCP for Ti–TiCx/DLC 

coating during the test process, both the Ti/DLC and 

TiCx/DLC coatings exhibited the slow decline after 

the tribocorrosion running beyond of 9 h and 3 h, 

respectively. Considering the aggravated corrosive 

attack and mechanical wear, these changes might be 

arisen from the extended propagations in micropores  
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or microcracks of simple layered coatings [52, 53]. In 

addition, the COF of the coatings was maintained 

between 0.06–0.08 during the entire process. From the 

cross-sectional wear tracks in Fig. 6(b), the maximum 

depth of the wear tracks was less than 0.6 μm; that is, 

no coatings were worn out in the test. In addition, the 

Ti–TiCx/DLC exhibited the smallest specific wear rate 

of approximately 9.82×10-4 mm3·N-1·m-1, as displayed 

in Fig. 6(c), whereas the TiCx/DLC exhibited the 

highest specific wear rate of approximately 5.40×10-3 

mm3·N-1·m-1. 

The wear track morphologies of the coated samples 

after 12 h of the tribocorrosion test are shown in Fig. 7. 

Both local delamination and peeling were observed 

in the wear tracks of the Ti/DLC and the TiCx/DLC 

coatings, which can provide a channel for aggressive 

anions and accelerate dissolution in the 3.5 wt% NaCl 

[54]. However, as shown in Figs. 7(e) and 7(f), the 

Ti–TiCx/DLC coatings demonstrated the characteristics 

of uniform wear and no significant damage was 

observed. 

Comparing the short-term (1 h) and long-term  

(12 h) tribocorrosion tests under 5 N, the Ti–TiCx/DLC 

coating showed the best performance owing to its 

best comprehensive mechanical properties (moderate 

hardness and high fracture toughness). Moreover, the 

Ti–TiCx/DLC coating displayed a greater advantage 

over the other two coatings when the normal load was 

further increased to 10 N in the 12 h tribocorrosion 

test, as shown in Figs. S6 and S7 in the ESM. 

Therefore, the Ti–TiCx/DLC coating was selected 

for further tribocorrosion tests under two harsher 

conditions, that is, one under 5 N with a prolonged 

time of 24 h and the other was under an increased 

normal load of 20 N for 12 h. For the 24 h test under  

5 N, the COF was maintained constant at approximately 

0.06 during the entire test, as shown in Fig. 8(a). 

Similarly, the OCP decreased from –0.04 to –0.15 V 

during the first sliding of 5 h, and it then remained 

constant situation. As shown in Fig. 8(b), the depth of 

the wear tracks was approximately 1.2 μm, and slight 

local peeling and some plowed grooves were observed 

at the wear tracks. This indicated that the Ti–TiCx/DLC 

could function properly for more than 24 h (sliding 

 

Fig. 6 Evolution of (a) OCP and (b) COF with time, and corresponding (c) cross-sectional profiles and (d) specific wear rates for the 
coated samples in the tribocorrosion test in a 3.5 wt% NaCl with normal load of 5 N for 12 h. 
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distance of approximately 1,728 m). However, under 

the normal load of 20 N, the Ti–TiCx/DLC was com-

pletely worn out after 12 h and the substrate was 

completely exposed, as shown in Figs. 8(d)–8(f). 

3.4 Failure tolerance analysis 

During the tribocorrosion test, the damage tolerance 

of the carbon-based coatings was observed. As shown  

 

Fig. 7 SEM morphologies of the wear tracks of the (a, b) Ti/DLC, (c, d) TiCx/DLC, and (e, f) Ti–TiCx/DLC after a 12 h tribocorrosion test.

Fig. 8 (a) Evolution of OCP and COF with time, (b) corresponding cross-section profiles, and (c) SEM morphologies of wear tracks 
of the Ti–TiCx/DLC after 24 h of tribocorrosion test with a normal load of 5 N; (d) evolution of OCP and COF with time, (e) corresponding 
cross-sectional profiles, and (f) SEM morphologies of wear tracks of the Ti–TiCx/DLC after 12 h of tribocorrosion test with a normal 
load of 20 N. 
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in Fig. S6(a) in the ESM and Fig. 8(d), the COFs of all 

the coatings were lower than those of the substrates 

although the coatings were worn out, that is, they  

can still represent wear resistances and lubrication 

properties.  

To reveal the relevant mechanism of damage 

tolerance, the wear track of the Ti–TiCx/DLC under 

20 N for 12 h was investigated.  

According to the SEM and EDS analyses, some 

oxygen-containing substances were detected in the 

area where the Ti–TiCx/DLC was completely worn out. 

In addition, Raman tests showed that amorphous 

carbon existed on the surface of wear tracks in the 

different areas of interest, indicated by the presence 

of D and G peaks at approximately 1,350 cm-1 and 

1,580 cm-1, respectively, as shown in Fig. 9. As shown 

in Fig. 9(b), no amorphous carbon was detected in 

the middle area one on the wear track, and the ID/IG 

in area 2 was 0.83, higher than that of area 3. This  

 

Fig. 9 (a) SEM micrographs and EDS analysis of wear tracks 
of the Ti–TiCx/DLC after 12 h of tribocorrosion test with normal 
load of 20 N; (b) Raman spectra of the points marked in (a). 

suggests that the graphitization of amorphous 

carbon, which is crucial for decreasing the COF and 

wear volume under dry sliding tests; however, these 

amorphous carbon debris were difficult to stabilize 

on the surface because of scouring in the solution 

environment [11, 55]. 

The cross-sectional TEM images, EDS mapping 

analysis, and corresponding SAED patterns were used 

to investigate the wear tracks, as shown in Fig. 10. 

The surface of wear tracks was rich in Fe, O, and C, 

as shown in Fig. 10(b). FexOy nanocrystals with sizes 

of 3–5 nm were distributed in the amorphous carbon 

matrix, as displayed in Fig. 10(d), and the FexOy 

particles could form a lubrication layer in the wear 

tracks [56]. 

From the above-mentioned analysis, the damage 

tolerance of the carbon-based coating can be explained 

as follows. In the short-term tribocorrosion test, the 

carbon-based coatings were not worn out. Therefore, 

they improved the anti-tribocorrosion properties  

of the metallic substrate, with increasing test time or 

load, local peeling, plowed grooves, and complete 

spalling of the carbon-based coating can occur. 

Meanwhile, as shown in Fig. 11, the sliding interface 

 

Fig. 10 (a) The cross-sectional TEM images, (b) EDS mapping 
analysis, (c, d) corresponding SAED, and HRTEM images of wear 
tracks of the Ti–TiCx/DLC coatings. 
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indicated the graphitization of amorphous carbon and 

the formation of FexOy particles, which then adhered 

on the wear tracks to favor a stable tribofilm. As a 

result, the better wear resistances and lubrication was 

obtained during the long-term tribocorrosion tests. 

4 Conclusions 

Three carbon-based multilayered coatings were 

prepared using a hybrid system that combines LIS 

and DCMS in order to provide better tribocorrosion 

protection of the S32750 stainless steel in the marine 

environment. Additionally, their short-term and long- 

term tribocorrosion behaviors were studied, and the 

main conclusions are summarized as follows: 

(1) For the short-term (1 h) tribocorrosion tests 

under 5 N, all the coatings reduced the wear rate of 

the S32750 substrates by more than two orders of 

magnitude, and the TiCx/DLC exhibited the lowest 

wear rate due to its high hardness. 

(2) During the long-term (12 h) tribocorrosion tests 

under 5 N and 10 N load, the TiCx/DLC exhibited  

the worst wear resistance owing to the low fracture 

toughness, while the Ti–TiCx/DLC multilayered coating 

with excellent fracture toughness together with high 

hardness displayed the highest wear resistance. It thus 

could be said that the fatigue resistance of the coatings 

played the key factor to dominate the tribological 

behavior for long-term tribocorrosion test. The 

useful lifetime of the Ti–TiCx/DLC coating under 

5 N was more than 24 h, with a sliding distance of 

approximately 1,728 m; however, it was completely 

worn out after 12 h under 20 N. 

(3) During the tribocorrosion tests, the stabilization 

of formed tribofilm in sliding interface, consisting 

graphitized amorphous carbon and FexOy particles, 

also enabled the good damage tolerance for the 

carbon- based coating.  
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